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Computer lab management is a problem which all universities should be faced. The 
basic unit of existing management system is lab, but in software school, always need a 
system which can manage all computers. In order to solve this problem, many software 
schools use a shared excel to record all information, but this solution is inefficient and 
fallibility. 
This dissertation draws up the daily business and application process through the 
investigation. Formulate the main feature by 4+1 architecture. Implement this system by 
the IoC framework. Finally implement two of the most important management processes 
by WF engine. At the same time, implement the computer manage and query by data 
warehouse.  
Through this research, this dissertation implements a system including two of the 
most important managements: lab computer management and appreciation hall 
management. By the requirement analysis, Implements the informanization of computer 
daily management business. Introduce the changes of status, and reusable part. 
Implement the basic modules, computer management and appreciation hall management. 
And then implement a forum to collect students and teachers’ feedback. This system 
reserve interfaces which use in redevelop. Finally, propose some features and modules 
which will be supported in future. 
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图 2-1 一般的项目视图层依赖关系 
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